Runway: Adding artificial intelligence capabilities to design and creative platforms

Abstract

Considering that the research and development of artificial intelligence systems will continue to grow over time, the inherent complexity and segmentation of those systems will expand as well. Given this scenario, new ways need to be created to open up its potential to practitioners coming from other disciplines. We present Runway, an interface and framework that orchestrates the training, use and deployment of artificial intelligence models in design and creative platforms. Runway facilitates human-AI collaboration using a language that is familiar to creators from a broad range of disciplines.

1 Introduction

Creative applications of machine learning have grown significantly over the last few years [1] [2]. Generative explorations of neural network based models have created a new wave of AI related works, conferences, workshops and discussions. Yet, one of the main challenges in the creation of creative and artistic work with machine intelligence has been the domain expertise needed to create a usable ML pipeline. Training a model or using it for inference requires specific expertise in the subject. This means that only artists, designers and creators with the necessary technical background are able to explore the creative capabilities of AI. A common industry approach towards this challenge has been to update and expand current design software to include custom built in AI competences [3]. Upgrading existing platforms to enable AI functionality requires platform specific tool chains, environments, languages and it’s limited to the environment capabilities on which the software is built. The presence of a wide range of frameworks [4] [5] used to create machine-learning models also imposes a restriction in terms of interoperability with this software.

Rather than developing platform-specific AI functionalities, this work attempts to create a new toolkit that operates as an in-between layer between creators and design platforms, making AI models accessible, discoverable and usable by creative practitioners of different fields.

2 Machine Learning Orchestration

Runway is an open ended toolkit for exploring the possibilities of human-AI collaboration. It is a GUI, model ecosystem, and set of integrations, enabling the use of pre-trained models inside Docker-containerized environments running locally or in a remote GPU provider. Users can browse the Runway model directory to discover and install new models, and then experiment with those models inside Runway or integrate them with design and creative platforms (including Adobe Illustrator, Ableton, Processing, and Unity) through network protocols such as HTTP, WebSockets, and OSC.

Runway is logically organized in a hierarchy of Workspaces and Models. A Runway Model consists of a Docker image that serves an ML model, as well as associated metadata such as description, usage details, and links to related resources (e.g. academic papers, Github repositories). Workspaces provide a way to logically group models used in the same project together. For example, a user
working an interactive dance performance may create a workspace containing two models that she would like to use for her piece: OpenPose [6] for detecting the dancers’ movements and WaveNet [7] for generating a score for the dance.

3 Conclusion

Runway started with the idea that a much greater number of artists, designers, and other creators would be interested in using machine learning models to augment their workflow if only they had the right tools built for them. By introducing a specification for running containerized machine learning models, a simple visual interface for experimenting with those models, and a framework for integrating them in existing design software, this work attempts to shift the energy of creators from installing platform-specific dependencies to creating and experimenting.
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